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Abstract 

Purpose:  The usage of conformal electron beam therapy techniques in treating 

superficial tumors on uneven surfaces has often lead to undesired outcomes such as 

non-uniform dose inside the target and a wide penumbra at boundary of the target. The 

dynamic electron arc radiotherapy (DEAR) technique has been demonstrated to improve 

dose distribution and minimize penumbra. The aim of this study is to investigate the 

feasibility and the accuracy of DEAR technique in irradiating surgical scars.   

Method:  3D scar coordinates, a series of connected points along a line extracted from 

CT images were used. A treatment plan was designed to irradiate the scar with a 

uniform dose. An algorithm was developed to produce a DEAR plan consisting of 

control points (CP) corresponding to various positions along machine mechanical axes 

as a function of MU. Varian’s Spreadsheet based Automatic Generator (SAGE) software 

was used to verify and simulate the treatment and also to generate the plan in XML 

format. XML file was loaded on a TrueBeam Linac in research mode for delivery. The 

technique was demonstrated in i) a straight line scar on the surface of a  solid water 

phantom and ii) curved scar on the surface of a cylindrical phantom. Energy used was 

6MeV and a 6x6 cm2 applicator fitted with a 3x3 cm2 cutout. Dose at the surface and 

dmax were measured with Gafchromic film. Dose profiles calculated from the Eclipse 

eMC and Virtual Linac Monte Carlo tool were compared to film dose measurement. 
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Results:  The dose profile analysis show that the TrueBeam Linac can deliver the 

designed plans for both straight line and arc scars to a high degree of accuracy. The root 

mean square error (RMSE) value for the line scar is approximately 0.00350 Gantry angle 

and it is 0.0349 for the arc scar. This is due to the fact that in the straight line delivery the 

gantry angle is static so it has a higher degree of agreement than in the arc delivery. 

RMSE values for the straight line scar has an overall high degree of agreement compared 

to the arc scar because the arc scar delivery has more mechanical axes motion during 

delivery. 

Conclusion:  The DEAR technique can be used to treat various line targets (scars) i.e. 

straight or curved lines, to a high degree of accuracy. This treatment modality can help 

reinvigorate electron therapy and make it a clinically viable treatment option. 
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1. Introduction   

1.1 Electron beam therapy 

Electrons in the 6 to 20 MeV energy range have been used clinically in treating 

tumors that are less than 5cm deep for decades. The increase in the commercial 

development of linear accelerators has greatly contributed to the clinical expertise 

acquired in using electron beams to treat tumors[1]. Electron beam therapy as a 

treatment technique has not undergone rapid transformations like photon therapy even 

though treatment machines with multiple energies are very common in most 

radiotherapy centers[2]. Radiotherapy has become synonymous with photon beam 

therapy due to the major technological advancements this modality has enjoyed in 

recent decades.  The increased clinical research directed at overcoming the challenges 

and limitations that photon therapy faced has been to the detriment of the development 

of electron therapy and has contributed to its relative anonymity in the radiotherapy 

treatment suite[3]. 

1.2 Generating electron and photon beams 

Modern linear accelerators can generate multiple electron and photon beam 

energies; hence electron beams are readily available. The electron beam energies 

available on these machines are 6, 9, 12, 16, 20, and 22 MeV. The photon beam energies 

that these Linacs can generate are 6, 10, and 15 MV. The electrons that exit the window 

of the accelerator tube are narrow with a diameter of about 3 mm. These high speed 
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electrons in the Linac head can either be incident on a high-Z tungsten target or instead 

strike an electron scattering foil. If the former happens, a bremstrahlung interaction 

occurs and the electron beams are converted into X-ray photons. The latter scenario will 

lead to the spreading of the electron beam to get uniform electron fluence across the 

field[1]. Figure 1 shows a Linac treatment head schematically demonstrating how 

electron and photon beams are generated.   

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams showing Linac heads in (A) Photon therapy 

mode. (B) Electron therapy mode. (From Khan’s the Physics of radiation therapy fifth 

edition) 

The diagrams in figure 1show some fundamental differences between electron beams 

and photons from a mechanical perspective. The x-ray target is right in the path of the 

electron beams in (A), thus generating x-rays whiles in (B) it is removed, hence the 

production of an electron beam. In diagram (A) a flattening filter is placed in the 
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carrousel and in (B) a scattering foil is in the carrousel. The flattening filter in the path of 

the x-ray beam which is mostly made of lead creates uniform beam intensity across the 

field, whereas the purpose of the scattering foil is to broaden the narrow pencil beam of 

electrons incident on it[1][4]. Previous studies have shown that electrons scatter easily in 

air and this has an adverse effect on output. It is therefore important to prevent this 

means that electron beam collimation must be done close to the patient’s skin surface. 

The electron applicator or cone helps to achieve this objective. It serves as a tertiary 

collimation system to narrow the beam penumbra[1]. 

1.3 Interactions of electron and photon beams in tissue 
equivalent media 

When high energy electron and photon beams interact with a tissue equivalent 

medium like water, the energy deposited in the medium as a function of depth is 

represented by the percent depth dose curve[1][3]. Figure 2 and figure 3 below show 

percent depth dose (PDD) curves in water for electron and photon beams.  
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Figure 2: PDD curves for multiple electron beams in water. Curves plotted 

using data obtained in commissioning TrueBeam Linac at DUMC.  

 

Figure 3: PDD curves for multiple photon beams in water. Curves plotted 

using data obtained in commissioning TrueBeam Linac at DUMC. 

The electron PDD curves in figure 2 show a steep build-up region with a peak at the 

dmax. A sharp fall-off region precedes the x-ray contamination tail[3]. The depth of 

maximum dose for the electron beams is relatively shallow and this indicates a high 

surface dose. This feature makes electron beams more suitable for treating shallow 

tumors.  
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The photon PDD curves in figure 3 show a relatively gentle dose build-up hence has a 

low surface dose compared to electron beams. The surface dose of photon beams 

decreases with increase in beam energy; this characterizes the skin sparing effect that 

makes photons less suitable for treating superficial tumors. At the depths that superficial 

tumors are treated, photons have a comparatively high exit dose and this can cause 

normal tissue toxicity[5][6]. 

 

1.4 Electron beam treatment sites 

Electron beams are most suitable for treating superficial tumors and disease that 

lie few centimeters below a patient’s skin[7][8]. The irradiation of these cancers at 

shallow depths minimizes the radiation dose to the underlying normal tissues and 

organs[4][9]. Sites that are commonly treated with electron therapy are skin, head and 

neck, scalp, extremities, breast and chest wall. The lung and heart tissues are spared 

when the chest wall is treated with electron beams while covering the target adequately 

than treating these sites with tangential photon beams[3][10]. Lung toxicity, such as lung 

pneumonitis which is a common side effect with photon therapy is minimized when the 

site is treated with electron beams[7][11][12]. When the head and neck region, skin or lip 

of a patient is treated with electron therapy, the mucous membrane which lines the 

digestive system from the mouth to the anus is largely spared from radiation 

toxicity[6][13][14][15].  
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The failure of electron beam therapy to become a major treatment modality clinically can 

be attributed to some of the problems associated with conventional electron therapy. A 

single electron beam of fixed energy is normally used in treating targets on a flat surface 

with favourable outcomes but its treatment outcomes are not good on curved 

surfaces[4]. A non-uniform dose inside the target and a wide penumbra at the target 

boundary occurs when a single electron beam is used in treating a target on a curved 

surface. The use of multiple static abutting beams often leads to hot and or cold spots at 

the beam junction[2]. 

 

1.5 Conformal electron therapy 

Conformal electron therapy is the use of one or more electron beams for 

containing the target volume in the 90% isodose line, achieving a high dose 

homogeneity i.e. 90-100% and minimizing dose to critical structures and normal 

tissues[4]. Treating a large target on a curved surface with a single large electron beam 

will produce dose inhomogeneity inside the target and wide penumbra at the target 

boundary. Multiple static abutting beams often produce hot and/or cold spots at the 

beam junction region[2][3].  Thus it became necessary to seek ways of improving this 

therapeutic technique (conformal electron therapy) for optimal clinical utilization. The 

treatment modalities developed to achieve the above aim are numerous but this paper 
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will look at electron arc therapy (EAT), modulated electron radiation therapy (MERT) 

and scanning electron beam.  

Electron Arc Therapy (EAT): This technique is best used in treating shallow (less 

than 5cm depth) tumors on curved surfaces such as chest wall, ribs, arms, thighs and 

legs[2][3][16][17][18][19][20]. The Electron arc therapy technique has been used clinically 

to treat tumors on the chest wall since it was introduced about three decades ago. EAT 

spares the underlying lung and heart tissues, a quality that makes it more clinically 

advantageous compared to tangential photon beams[2][21][22][23]. EAT planning and 

delivery is done in such a way that the isocenter is inside the patient. The SSD is much 

shorter than the standard 100cm hence a shorter electron applicator/cone is used to 

avoid collision with the patient[3][24]. Secondary and modified tertiary collimators are 

used to maintain beam penumbra. In order to protect areas outside the target volume, 

shields or molds are used to improve penumbra. Merits of EAT include producing 

homogeneous dose distributions and solving dose heterogeneities related to static 

abutting fields. The drawbacks of this technique are the challenges of manufacturing 

patient-specific casts and customized bolus. It also requires time consuming planning 

and an intensive physics support program which discourages most treatment centers 

from implementing it[2].  

Modulated Electron Radiation Therapy (MERT): MERT is a conformal technique 

which modulates electron energy and intensity[25][26][27][28][29][20][30].      
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This technique works to achieve beam axis dose conformity by modulating the 

electron beam energy. Intensity modulation and lateral dose constriction are also 

achieved by using electron multi-leaf collimators (eMLC), cutouts or scanned 

beam[2][5][31]. Though the MERT technique does not require eMLCs, it makes it more 

convenient for clinical implementation and the commercial availability of eMLCs will 

hasten the clinical adoption of this technique.  

Scanning electron beam: State of the art linear accelerators can produce electron 

beams with the required beam width desired for clinical use by employing the scanning 

electron beam technique. These Linacs are designed without a scattering foil in their 

treatment heads. The electron beams are deflected using two computer controlled 

magnets to deflect the pencil beam in two orthogonal planes. This helps to generate a 

moving electron beam across the field[3][32]. The scanning beam technique’s advantage 

over the more conventional mode of generating electron beams is that it prevents 

bremsstrahlung contamination. Bremsstrahlung contamination of an electron beam can 

come from the collimators, ionization chambers, electron applicators and air but the 

scattering foil is the biggest contributor[33][34]. The complex electronic system needed 

to steer the electron beam, a fundamental component of this technique, has also proven 

to be its biggest drawback. The fatal cases of radiation over-dosed patients due to 

electronic system failures have led to the termination of this treatment technique[3][35]. 
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1.6 Feasibility of using dynamic electron arc radiotherapy for 
scar irradiation 

This research work seeks to demonstrate the feasibility of using the dynamic 

electron arc radiotherapy (DEAR) technique to irradiate surgical scars on flat and curved 

surfaces.  

The DEAR technique is a novel conformal electron beam treatment modality. 

Radiation is delivered whiles the gantry and couch move simultaneously i.e. in arc mode 

with a standard electron applicator of length 95 cm fixed to the treatment head. The 

simultaneous motion of the gantry and couch helps to avoid collisions between patient 

and Linac head whiles the patient is on the couch. In this technique small apertures are 

utilized to produce desired dose distributions even though large apertures can be 

employed as well[3][2].  

The feasibility of delivering the DEAR technique and its potential to improve 

dose distributions has already been demonstrated by Rodrigues et al[2][3] using simple 

cylindrical phantoms. The scars to be treated vary in shape and size; this makes it very 

difficult to treat with EAT, which requires the manufacturing of patient specific casts. 

EAT requires casts and customized bolus to balance the uneven target thickness. This is 

something that DEAR does not require because the delivery uses standard cones fitted 

with cutouts in place of patient specific cast. Planning treatments for DEAR is less 
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intensive and does not need a demanding physics support program. This reduces the 

degree of uncertainties when planning treatments for scars on curved surfaces.  

DEAR does not need photon MLC or an eMLC like MERT; the former 

contributes to scatter and the latter is not readily available. This means that DEAR offers 

a level of simplicity that makes it comparatively easy to implement, something that 

MERT and the scanning beam technique lack. The DEAR technique can be implemented 

with hardware and software that are already available in a standard radiotherapy unit 

hence minimal or no extra cost is incurred. 

The advantages that DEAR has over other standard electron therapy modalities 

such as MERT and EAT are well enumerated[2][3]. DEAR delivery is always orthogonal 

to the curved skin surface. This is something that cannot be done with MERT and makes 

DEAR very suitable for curved surfaces because of the even dose distribution that is 

produced during delivery. The mechanical capabilities of DEAR are better than those of 

MERT and EAT. The mechanical motion of the Linac axes is controlled by the computer 

system, which has high temporal response and can also hold the beam in the middle of 

delivery to avert undue radiation exposure to the patient. The recording of trajectory log 

files gives DEAR an upper hand when it comes to quality control. The recorded 

trajectories allows the planner to reconstruct treatment delivery and make it better than 

a previous delivery, this implies the DEAR technique can offer optimum delivery in 

most cases.  The use of XML created plans means that the synchronous motion of 
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machine axes is predetermined. DEAR is not prone to the issues of safety during 

delivery that affect other treatment techniques which employ simultaneous gantry and 

couch motion. The XML file contains preset/programmed trajectories that are based on 

patient geometry and scar geometry thus, the movement of mechanical axes always 

follows a fixed pattern.  

This research will investigate the DEAR technique’s feasibility in terms of 

deliverability and dose homogeneity with regards to irradiating surgical scars on flat 

and curved surfaces. This investigation will be done on the TrueBeam Linac (Varian 

Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) in Research mode. Since the DEAR technique is 

not yet clinically approved to be used on both human and animal subjects, it can only be 

delivered in research mode. 
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2. Methods and Materials 

Given 3D scar coordinates extracted from CT images of scars similar to real patients’ scars, 

parameters such as gantry angle and couch motions, i.e. vertical, lateral and longitudinal 

must be determined to help create a treatment plan. The plan was used to generate a file in 

XML format that can be delivered on a TrueBeam Linac (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., 

Palo Alto, CA) in research mode.  

When creating a treatment plan for irradiating scars using the DEAR technique certain 

parameters are kept constant. In the case of this particular project the following 

parameters were kept constant i.e. remain the same for all the treatment plans developed 

for all the given scars. They are: 

a. Electron beam energy 

b. Applicator  

c. Cutout 

d. Couch rotation 

e. Dose rate 

In the case of developing treatment plans for the scars to be irradiated using the DEAR 

technique, the following parameters changed with respect to the size and shape of the 3D 

scars. They are: 

a. Gantry angle 

b. Couch lateral, vertical and longitudinal positions  

c. MU 

d. Collimator angle  
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Generating Gantry angle 

When irradiating a scar using the DEAR technique the gantry angle or position must 

always be tangential to the point on the scar it is irradiating. With the given scar 

coordinates, i.e. the x and y coordinates the gantry angle relative to a particular point on 

the scar was determined by using the equations below. 

𝐾𝑖 = (𝑦𝑖+1  − 𝑦𝑖−1)/(𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖−1)        Eqn. 1  

Where Ki is the gradient of the line joining the two points (i-1) and (i+1) on the x and y 

planes. 

        𝐾 =
−1

𝐾𝑖

́
= tan 𝜃           Eqn. 2 

Where K` is the slope of the line corresponding to the gantry angle, θ for index i.  

 

Figure 4: Determining gantry angle at index i. Gantry must be perpendicular to index i, 

indicated with the blue line.  
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The total gantry angle for the complete irradiation of the scar is the accumulation of all the 

angles corresponding to each coordinate point on the scar.  

Generating Couch positions 

The Couch must change positions vertically, laterally and longitudinally in order to 

completely irradiate the curved or arc line scar. With the scar coordinates already given, 

initial positions must be chosen so that the SSD is always 100cm irrespective of the couch 

positions or gantry angle. Initial couch vertical, lateral and longitudinal positions chosen 

can always vary for a straight line scar but are dependent on the radius of the curved 

surface that the curved or arc line scar subtends.  

Couch Vertical positions correspond to the positive and negative z-plane, i.e. superior-

inferior. Couch lateral positions correspond to positive and negative x-plane, i.e. cross-

section or right-left. Couch longitudinal positions correspond to the positive and negative 

y-plane, i.e. anterior-posterior. The couch positions for each coordinate point on a scar 

were generated by using the following equations. 

Vrti=Vrt0+Yi          Eqn. 3  

i=1to N. N is the total number of target points or index. Where Vrti, Vrt0 and Yi are couch 

vertical position at index i, initial vertical position and scar vertical coordinate value, 

respectively. 

Lati=Lat0+Xi            Eqn. 4  
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 i=1to N. Where Lati, Lat0 and Xi are couch lateral position at index i, initial couch lateral 

position and scar lateral coordinate value respectively. 

Lngi=Lng0+Zi.          Eqn. 5 

 i=1to N. Where Lngi, Lng0 and Zi   are couch longitudinal position at index i, initial couch 

longitudinal position and scar vertical coordinate value respectively. 

Collimator Angle 

Collimator angle must be set at zero and kept constant throughout the treatment delivery 

if cutout used is a circular cutout. However in this study a 3x3cm2 cutout was used, hence 

the collimator angle changes/rotates during treatment.  

At target point index i, the collimator is rotated so that it always points to the next point. 

In the beams-eye-view (BEV), the initial target point (i) has coordinates (0, 0, 0). The next 

target point (i+1) has coordinate points (dx, dy, dz). Where dx=xi+1-xi, dy=yi+1-yi, dz=zi+1-zi. 

These coordinates are in the original CT scar coordinates used in deriving the other 

parameters discussed above.  

The coordinates for the initial target point (i) and the next target point (i+1), which are in 

the CT coordinate system needs to be transformed to the BEV coordinate system. The BEV 

coordinate system has a gantry angle rotation of θi, where i=1toN.  

In the BEV coordinate system, initial target point (i) has coordinates (0, 0, 0) and the next 

target point (i+1) has coordinates (dx’, dy’, dz’), where dx’=dx(cosθi)- dy(sinθi), dy’= 

dy(cosθi)+dx(sinθi), dz’=dz. 
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From the above derivations it follows that the collimator angle, ϕi satisfies the equation, 

tan ϕi=dz’/dx’. 

MU 

The MU for the scar targets is computed from the equation below.  

𝑀𝑈0    =
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑐𝐺𝑦)

𝐶𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐷×𝑂𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡×𝐼𝐷𝐿×𝐼𝑆𝐹
           Eqn. 6 

Where MUo is the MU for the first point or single field along the scar to be irradiated, 

CFSSD is the calibration factor at SSD, OFcone_cutout is the cone/cutout factor, IDL is the 

prescription isodose line and ISF is the inverse square.  

To compute the total MU needed to irradiate an entire scar, the following equation is used: 

MUT = (L/W)*MUo         Eqn. 7 

Where MUT is the total MU for a particular scar, L is the total length of the scar to be 

treated, MUo is MU computed for first point or single field along the scar length, W is the 

width of the single field, i.e. width of cutout.  

MU calculation is done with static beamlets. These static beamlets become a dynamic 

beam during plan delivery. These static beamlets can be represented as control points 

(CP), where each control point corresponds to the amount of MU to be delivered to that 

point.  
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Table 1:  MU calculation for every control point (CP). The total number of target points 

(N) corresponds to the number of coordinates given in the CT scar data. 

CP Gantry Angle MU @ CP MU 

    1 θ1 (MU0/W)*L1 MU1 

2 θ2 MU1+(MU0/w)*L2 MU2 

3 θ3 MU2+(MU0/w)*L3 MU3 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 

N θN MUN-1 +(MU0/w)*LN MUN 

     

2.1 Dynamic electron arc radiotherapy algorithm for irradiating a 
straight line scar and curved or arc line scar.  

The demonstration of the feasibility and accuracy of using the DEAR technique to 

irradiate scars was done by using a straight line scar and curved or arc line scar. In this 

section the process of developing a DEAR algorithm to create a treatment plan for both the 

straight line scar and arc scar will be outlined.   
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Figure 5: A 3D representation of the straight line scar. Plot is done using scar 

coordinates extracted from a CT image of the scar. 

Gantry angle 

The Gantry angle for the straight line scar is 180o. The angle is constant throughout the 

delivery.  

Generating couch positions 

The couch positions for each coordinate point on line scar 1 are generated by using the 

following equations (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). 

 Vrti=Vrt0+Yi ,  i=1:N 

 N is the total number of target points or index and in this particular case N=11. 

Where Vrti, Vrt0 and yi are couch vertical position at index i, initial vertical position and 

scar vertical coordinate value, respectively. 

Yi=0cm 

Vrt0=100cm 

Vrti=100cm, for all indexes, i.e. i=1:11. Couch Vertical positions are all 100cm 
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 Lati=Lat0+Xi ,  i=1:N  

Where Lati, Lat0 and Xi are couch lateral position at index i, initial couch lateral position 

and scar lateral coordinate value respectively. 

Xi= -5cm 

Lat0=94cm 

Lati=95cm: 105cm, for all indexes i.e. i=1: 11. Couch lateral positions range from 95cm to 

105cm. 

 Lngi=Lng0+Zi ,  i=1:N 

Where Lngi, Lng0 and Zi are couch longitudinal position at index i, initial couch 

longitudinal position and scar vertical coordinate value respectively. 

Lng0=115cm 

Zi=0cm 

Lngi =115cm, for all indexes i.e. i=1:11 i.e. Couch longitudinal positions are all 115cm 

 MU calculations  

Cone=6X6cm2 

Cutout=3X3cm2 

Prescription dose= 200cGy to dmax.  

CFSSD=1.0cGy/MU for SSD=100cm  

OFcone_cutout =0.867, from Electron cone and cutout factor table data obtained from 

TrueBeam Linac at DUMC. 
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IDL=1.0, dose prescription is to dmax or 100% isodose line. 

 ISF = 1.0 

MUo =230.68MU from calculation using Eqn. 6  

L= 10cm, length of scar to be treated 

W=3cm, width of field i.e. width of cutout 

MUT =768.93MU, total MU needed to treat entire straight line scar.  

 

Figure 6: A 3D representation of the curved/arc line scar. Plot is done using scar 

coordinates extracted from CT image of the scar. 

Gantry angles 

 Theta, θ values ranging from -45o to 45o are given and from these θ values the 

corresponding gantry angles are generated using the equation below, 

Gantry anglei=180o- θi. i=1:91. The corresponding gantry angles ranges from 225o to 135o in 

1o increments. 
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Generating couch positions 

The couch positions for each coordinate point on curved/arc scar were generated by using 

the following equations. 

 Vrti=Vrt0+Yi, i=1:N.  

N is the total number of target points or index and in this particular case N=91 

Where Vrti, Vrt0 and Yi are couch vertical position at index i, initial vertical position and 

scar vertical coordinate value respectively. 

Yi=7.778cm 

Vrt0=118.15cm 

Vrti=125.928cm: 125.928cm, for all indexes i.e. i=1:91 i.e. Couch Vertical positions range 

from125.928cm to 125.928cm reaching a maximum value of 129.150cm at 180o gantry 

angle. 

 Lati=Lat0+Xi ,  i=1:N  

Where Lati, Lat0 and Xi are couch lateral position at index i, initial couch lateral position 

and scar lateral coordinate value respectively. 

Xi= -7.778cm 

Lat0=100cm 

Lati=107.778cm: 92.222cm, for all indexes i.e. i=1:91 i.e. Couch lateral positions range from 

107.778cm to 92.222cm. 

 Lngi=Lng0+Zi ,  i=1:N 
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Where Lngi, Lng0 and Zi are couch longitudinal position at index i, initial couch 

longitudinal position and scar vertical coordinate value respectively. 

Lng0=90.420cm 

Zi=0cm 

Lngi=90.420cm, for all indexes i.e. i=1:91 i.e. Couch longitudinal positions are all 90.420cm. 

MU calculations  

Cone=6X6cm2 

Cutout=3X3cm2 

Prescription dose= 400cGy to dmax (*Measurement was not done at dmax) 

CFSSD=1.0cGy/MU for SSD=100cm  

OFcone_cutout =0.867, from Electron cone and cutout factor table data obtained from 

TrueBeam Linac at DUMC 

IDL=1.0, dose prescription is to dmax or 100% isodose line. 

ISF = 1.0 

MUo = 461.59MU from calculation. 

L= 17.28cm, length of scar to be treated. 

W=3cm, width of field, i.e. width of cutout. 

MUT =   2657.43 MU, total MU needed to treat entire curved/arc line scar. 
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2.1.1 Eclipse system plan design and Monte Carlo simulation 

Plans were designed for the straight line scar and the curved/arc line scar in the Eclipse 

Treatment Planning System (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). A square 

phantom was created and used as a flat surface. Twenty (20) fields were arranged 

according to the x, y and z coordinates of the straight line scar CT image as shown in 

figure 8. The beam fields irradiated a 10 cm straight line similar to the length of the 

straight line scar. The gantry angle and couch rotation were kept constant. The couch 

moved laterally from 95 cm to 105 cm but the couch did not move vertically and 

longitudinally.  

 

Figure 7: Screen capture showing straight line scar plan design in Eclipse TPS. 

 

A cylindrical phantom was created and used as a curved surface. Nineteen (19) 

fields were arranged according to the x, y and z coordinates of the curved/arc scar CT 

image as can be seen in figure 8. The beam fields irradiated a 17.28cm curved line along 
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the surface of the cylinder. The gantry angle move through an angle of 900 anticlockwise 

whiles the couch movement is from 107.778 cm to 92.222 cm laterally and a total of 14 cm 

vertically.  Couch did not move longitudinally.  

 

Figure 8: Screen capture showing curved/arc line scar plan design in Eclipse TPS. 

The dose profile data for the computed dose was extracted for comparative analysis. 

The virtual Linac in the Eclipse TPS was used to design plans for the two scar types: 

straight line and curved/arc scar. Depth doses and dose profiles were generated by Monte 

Carlo simulations. The comparisons between the Monte Carlo simulated, TPS calculated 

and gafchromic film measured dose profiles were analyzed.  

 

2.1.2   Plan Delivery 

The designed plans were created using parameters like the gantry rotation, couch 

movement (vertical, horizontal and lateral) and Monitor Units (MU) were loaded into a 

Spreadsheet based Automatic Generator (SAGE) software (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., 
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Palo Alto, CA).  The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file generated by the SAGE 

software which can be seen in figure 9 was run on a TrueBeam Linac in research mode. 

Delivery was done on i) a solid water phantom for a scar on a flat surface and ii) a 

cylindrical phantom of radius 11cm for a scar on a curved surface. The square flat surface 

of the solid water phantom was used to simulate the irradiation of a straight line target or 

scar on a flat surface.  The curved surface of the cylindrical phantom was used to simulate 

the irradiation of a curved or arc line target on a curved surface. Energy used was 6 MeV, 

6x6 cm2 applicator fitted with a 3x3 cm2 cutout. A 95 cm standard applicator is fitted to the 

Linac head and the SSD used was 100 cm. Gafchromic film was used to measure the 

planar dose. The film was placed at a depth of 1.5 cm in the solid water phantom for the 

straight line plan design delivery. The surface of the cylindrical phantom was covered 

with the gafchromic film as shown in figure 11, for the arc line plan delivery. The 

trajectory log files produced were analyzed for deliverability and film dose profiles 

compared to dose profiles from plans designed in Eclipse TPS and also from the Virtual 

Linac using the Monte Carlo method.  
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Figure 9: Varian SAGE software simulation of treatment plan for the DEAR technique. 

Initial mechanical axes positions (green box). Final mechanical axes positions (red box) 

 

 

Figure 10: Delivery of DEAR technique on a Varian TrueBeam Linac in research mode. 

The machine is delivering a plan designed in XML format loaded onto the machine 

control console computer. 
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Figure 11: Delivery of straight line scar plan design. Film is placed at 1.5 cm depth in 

solid water phantom (violet box) and curved/arc line scar design. Film is attached to the 

surface of cylindrical phantom (red box).  

 

 

2.2 Analysis of delivered plans 

Mechanical accuracy: The delivered straight line scar and curve/arc scar plans were 

analyzed in terms of mechanical and dosimetric accuracy. Mechanical accuracy was 

verified with regards to the accuracy of the gantry rotation, couch movements (lateral, 

vertical and longitudinal) and MU. The trajectory log file is a file generated by the 

TrueBeam Linac when it delivers a treatment plan in research mode. The Linac computer 

system records an actual and expected trajectory every 20 ms during delivery. The 

expected trajectory is recorded taking into account the machine limitations and it is taken 

from the intended trajectory which is specified in the XML file. The RMSE equation is 
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used to calculate the degree of agreement between the expected and actual axes values 

recorded in the trajectory log files. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
1

𝑛
∑(𝑦𝑘   − �̂�𝑘)^2 

𝑛

𝑘=1

 

                                                                                                                          Eqn. 8 

Where 𝑦𝑘   the actual trajectory axis value and �̂�𝑘 is the expected trajectory axis value.  

Dosimetry analysis:   The gafchromic film used for measuring the dose was read with a 

film scanner. The dose from the scanned film as shown in figure 12 was read with a 

Matlab code. In-plane and cross-plane dose profiles were plotted using data from scanned 

film dose. 

 

Figure 12: Scanned film dose distribution for straight line and arc line scars. 
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3. Results 

The trajectory log and XML files were used to analyze the mechanical accuracy or 

deliverability of the plans designed to irradiate the straight line scar and arc line scar. The 

mechanical axes values were categorized into expected and actual axes values derived 

from the trajectory log files and intended axes values derived from the XML files. Figure 

13 and figure 14 show trajectory log analysis plots of mechanical axes values and MU 

values for arc line scar and straight line scar. It is important to note the high level of 

correlation between the three (3) plotted lines i.e. expected, actual and intended. The 

intended axes values, which are the gantry angle, couch lateral, couch longitudinal, couch 

vertical and MU values, were assigned to each control point in the treatment planning 

XML file. The main objective of this analysis is to ascertain the degree of agreement 

between the intended axes values extracted from the planning file to irradiate the scar and 

the actual axes values extracted from the log files after the plan has been delivered.  
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Figure 13: Plots of Gantry rotation and couch motion axes against MU for arc line scar. 
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Figure 14: Plots of Gantry rotation and couch motion axes against MU for Straight line 

scar. 

The mechanical accuracy is verified using the root mean square error (RMSE) to calculate 

the degree of agreement between the intended axes values from the XML file and actual 

axes values from the trajectory log files as shown in table 2. The root mean square error 

(RMSE) for the line scar is approximately 0.00350 Gantry angle and it is 0.0349 for arc scar, 

this is due to the fact that in the straight line delivery the gantry is static so it has a higher 

degree of agreement than in the arc delivery. RMSE values for the straight line scar has an 

overall high degree of agreement compared to the arc scar because the arc scar delivery 

has more mechanical axes motion during delivery. This high degree of agreement show 

that the plans designed to irradiate surgical scars using DEAR can be delivered with high 

accuracy by a TrueBeam Linac (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) in research 

mode. 
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Table 2: RMSE values showing degree of agreement between actual and intended 

mechanical axe values extracted from trajectory log files XML plan files. 

Scar type  RMSE for Gantry 

Rotation(0)  

RMSE for Couch 

lateral motion (cm)  

RMSE for Couch 

Vertical 

motion(cm)  

RMSE for Couch 

Longitudinal motion 

(cm)  

Straight line Scar  0.0035  8.31x10-4  6.40x10-4  7.60x10-4  

Curved/arc Scar  0.0349  6.16x10-4  5.99x10-4  2.72x10-5  

 

The dose profile analysis show that the designed plans for the straight line and arc line 

scars are delivered with good dosimetric accuracy as can be seen in Figure 15. The Eclipse 

Treatment Planning System (TPS) is not designed for planning dynamic electron therapy 

techniques such as DEAR which involves the motion of multiple mechanical axes. Thus a 

series of small overlaps of fields are used to simulate a dynamic delivery. The field 

overlaps are not small enough to produce dose distributions similar to a virtual Linac 

dynamic beam simulation. In addition to non-uniform dose it is also manually tasking to 

improve dose distributions by using a lot of beam fields.   In Eclipse TPS the electron 

Monte Carlo (eMC) algorithm is used for dose calculations.  
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Figure 15: Dose profiles showing the degree of agreement between measured film dose 

and calculated dose (Eclipse TPS eMC and Virtual Linac). 

The dose profiles were normalized such that a relative comparison can be done between 

the Eclipse TPS eMC calculation, Virtual Linac Monte Carlo calculation and film dose 

measurement.  All the profiles were normalized to the value on the central axis.
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4. Discussion 

This research was done to demonstrate the feasibility of using dynamic electron 

arc radiotherapy technique to irradiate surgical scars on flat and curved surfaces. During 

delivery, a 3x3 cm cut-out was used, but in more conventional techniques a 3x10 cm cut-

out can be used hence there will be no need for the couch to move during delivery, if the 

scar is a straight line scar on a flat surface but not all scars are straight lines and also not 

all scars occur on flat surfaces. A 3x10 cm cutout can be used but it has drawbacks if the 

surface is not flat, such as non-uniform dose distribution.  

Also a cutout that covers the entire scar can be used if the scar size is small e.g.  

less than 10 cm; if the scar is big e.g.  40 cm long and the maximum cone size is 20x20cm. 

The problems stated above will occur. It must be noted that scar shapes are not always 

straight lines, nor do they always occur on a flat surfaces. Different patients have 

different scars, requiring a cutout for every patient which is not ideal. The DEAR 

technique allows one small cutout to be used to treat different scars of any length and on 

any surface. The small aperture utilized produced uniform dose distributions for both 

large and small targets. Further studies should be done on diagonal and spiral scars, and 

plans designed for the treatment of such scars should be delivered and analyzed 

dosimetrically. Also, research work should be done on developing QA procedures for 

this technique. 
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5. Conclusion 

The dynamic electron arc radiotherapy as a novel treatment modality was used to plan 

and deliver radiation to superficial scars. The results obtained showed that the DEAR 

technique can be used to treat various line targets (scars) i.e. straight or arc scar to a high 

degree of accuracy. This treatment modality can help reinvigorate electron therapy and 

make it a clinically viable treatment option. 
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Appendix A 

Diagonal line and Spiral scar plan designs 

  

Figure 16:  Plan design for diagonal scar (blue box) SAGE simulation for diagonal 

scar. 

 

Figure 17: Plan design for spiral scar. 
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Figure 18:  SAGE simulation of spiral scar. 

 

Figure 19: Eclipse TPS plan design for diagonal scar on surface of cubic phantom.  
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Figure 20: Eclipse TPS plan design for spiral scar on surface of cylindrical phantom.  

 

 

Figure 21: The process of DEAR delivery on TrueBeam Linac. (TrueBeam™ Developer 

Mode. Version 2.0 User’s Manual, Varian Medical Systems) 
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Figure 22: Film showing delivered dose for static delivery, straight line scar and arc 

scar deliveries (red box). Film scanned dose (blue box). 

  

  

Figure 23: Plots of expected, actual and intended mechanical axes values from XML 

and trajectory log files for diagonal scar.  
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Figure 24: Plots of expected, actual and intended mechanical axes values from XML 

and trajectory log files for spiral scar.  
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Figure 25: Dose distribution of diagonal scar obtained from dose calculation using 

Eclipse TPS eMC algorithm.  

  

 

Figure 26: Dose distribution of spiral scar obtained from dose calculation using 

Eclipse TPS eMC algorithm. 
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Appendix B 

MATLAB codes used for deliverability analysis and 

dosimetric analysis. 

Generation of Trajectory plots from XML and log files. 

Calculation of RMSE. 
%% Reading mechanical axes values from SAGE software. 
% Axes values inputed into SAGE software to generate XML file. 
% Generating plots for intended, expected and actual mechanical axes 
% trajectories.  
% Input data from plan designs for all scar types given i.e. straight 

line, 
% arc, diagonal and spiral. 
[header, sub, data] = TrajLogReader_v2();  
filename = 'SAGE-Line1'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H50'; 
xml_outL1 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_L1 = xml_outL1(:,1); 
MU_L1=  xml_outL1(:,3); 
GantryRtn_L1 =  xml_outL1(:,4); 
CouchVrt_L1 = xml_outL1(:,5); 
CouchLat_L1 = xml_outL1(:,6); 
CouchLng_L1 = xml_outL1(:,7); 
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); %expected 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual 
hold on 
plot (MU_L1,CouchLng_L1);%intended 
hold off 
% xlim([0 700]); 
ylim([110 120]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','NorthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, GantryRtn_L1, '--b'); 
hold off 
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ylim([170 190]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, CouchLat_L1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Southeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, CouchVrt_L1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
ylim([90 110]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
%  LINE 2 
filename='SAGE-Line2'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H50'; 
xml_outL2 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_L2 = xml_outL2(:,1); 
MU_L2 =  xml_outL2(:,3); 
GantryRtn_L2 =  xml_outL2(:,4); 
CouchVrt_L2 = xml_outL2(:,5); 
CouchLat_L2 = xml_outL2(:,6); 
CouchLng_L2 = xml_outL2(:,7); 

  
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); %expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_L2,CouchLng_L2);%intended axis  
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
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title('Couch Lng Vs MU for scar Line 2-Diagonal'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','SouthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual 
hold on  
plot(MU_L2, GantryRtn_L2, '--b'); 
hold off 
ylim([170  190]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for scar Line 2-Diagonal'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual 
hold on  
plot(MU_L2, CouchLat_L2, '--b'); 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for scar Line 2-Diagonal'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Southeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual 
hold on  
plot(MU_L2, CouchVrt_L2, '--b'); 
hold off 
ylim ([90 110]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for scar Line 2-Diagonal'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
% 
SCAR ARC 1 
filename='SAGEArc1'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H130'; 
xml_out1 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,1); 
MU_Arc1 =  xml_out1(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arc1 =  xml_out1(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,7); 
%% 
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figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); % expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arc1,CouchLng_Arc1);% intended axis 
hold off 
ylim([100 110]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','NorthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, GantryRtn_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, CouchLat_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, CouchVrt_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
% 
Scar Arc 2 plots 
filename='SAGE-Arc2'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H130'; 
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xml_out2 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arc2 = xml_out2(:,1); 
MU_Arc2=  xml_out2(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arc2 =  xml_out2(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arc2 = xml_out2(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arc2 = xml_out2(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arc2 = xml_out2(:,7); 
 %% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); %expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arc2,CouchLng_Arc2);% intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for scar arc 2'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','SouthEast'); 
 %% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc2, GantryRtn_Arc2, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for scar arc 2'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc2, CouchLat_Arc2, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for scar arc 2'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc2, CouchVrt_Arc2, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
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title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for scar arc 2'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
% 
Scar arc 3 plots 
filename='SAGE-Arc3'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H130'; 
xml_out3 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arc3 = xml_out3(:,1); 
MU_Arc3=  xml_out3(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arc3 =  xml_out3(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arc3 = xml_out3(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arc3 = xml_out3(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arc3 = xml_out3(:,7); 

  
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); %expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arc3,CouchLng_Arc3);% intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for scar arc 3'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','NorthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc3, GantryRtn_Arc3, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for scar arc 3'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc3, CouchLat_Arc3, '--b');  % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for scar arc 3'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
% %% 
filename='SAGE-Arc4'; 
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sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H130'; 
xml_out4 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arc4 = xml_out4(:,1); 
MU_Arc4=  xml_out4(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arc4 =  xml_out4(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arc4 = xml_out4(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arc4 = xml_out4(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arc4 = xml_out4(:,7); 
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); % expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arc4,CouchLng_Arc4);% intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for scar arc 4'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','East'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc4, GantryRtn_Arc4, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for scar arc 4'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc4, CouchLat_Arc4, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for scar arc 4'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc4, CouchVrt_Arc4, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
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xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for scar arc 4'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
% 
Arc 2.2 spiral plots 
filename='SAGE-Arc2spiral'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H220'; 
xml_outsp = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arcsp = xml_outsp(:,1); 
MU_Arcsp=  xml_outsp(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arcsp =  xml_outsp(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arcsp = xml_outsp(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arcsp = xml_outsp(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arcsp = xml_outsp(:,7); 

  
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); % expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arcsp,CouchLng_Arcsp);% intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for scar arc-spiral'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','SouthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arcsp, GantryRtn_Arcsp, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for scar arc-spiral'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Southeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arcsp, CouchLat_Arcsp, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for scar arc-spial'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Southeast'); 
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%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arcsp, CouchVrt_Arcsp, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch vertical motion Vs MU for scar  spiral arc'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 

 

Calculation of RMSE. 
%% Calculating RMSE values for Arc scar. 
% Intended mechanical axes values from XML are interpolated to have the 

same length 
% as actual mechanical axes values from log file.  

  
[header, sub, data] = TrajLogReader_v2();  
filename='SAGEArc1'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H130'; 
xml_out1 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,1); 
MU_Arc1 =  xml_out1(:,3); 
GantryRtn_Arc1 =  xml_out1(:,4); 
CouchVrt_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,5); 
CouchLat_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,6); 
CouchLng_Arc1 = xml_out1(:,7); 
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); % expected axis 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual axis 
hold on 
plot (MU_Arc1,CouchLng_Arc1);% intended axis 
hold off 
ylim([100 110]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','NorthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, GantryRtn_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
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hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, CouchLat_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_Arc1, CouchVrt_Arc1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for arc line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
% Actual mechanical axes values for Arc scar extracted from trajectory 
% log files 
ActualMU=data.MUEA(:,2); 
ActualGantryAng=data.GantryRtnEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchVrt=data.CouchVrtEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchLat=data.CouchLatEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchLng=data.CouchLngEA(:,2); 
%Interpolated(intended) mechanical axes values for Arc scar 
x=MU_Arc1; 
v= GantryRtn_Arc1; 
xq=ActualMU; 
Intended_Gtry=interp1(x,v,xq);%Intended Gantry angle axis values from 

XML line scar 
%% 
v1=CouchVrt_Arc1; 
Intended_CVrt= interp1(x,v1,xq);%Intended couch vertical axis values 

from XML line scar 

  
%% 
v2=CouchLat_Arc1;  
Intended_Clat = interp1(x,v2,xq);%Intended couch lateral axis values 

from XML line scar 
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%% 
v3=CouchLng_Arc1; 
Intended_CLng=interp1(x,v3,xq);%Intended couch longitudinal axis values 

from XML line scar 
%% RMSE calculation:Formula for obtaining RMSE values. 
DiffVrt=(ActualCouchVrt-Intended_CVrt).^2; 
B=sum(DiffVrt); 
RMSEVrt=sqrt(B/7256); % RMSE value for couch vertical movement 
DiffLat=(ActualCouchLat-Intended_Clat).^2; 
C=sum(DiffLat); 
RMSELat=sqrt(C/7256); % RMSE value for couch lateral movement 
DiffLng=(ActualCouchLng-Intended_CLng).^2; 
D=sum(DiffLng); 
RMSELng=sqrt(D/7256);% RMSE value for couch longitudinal movement 
DiffGntryAng=(ActualGantryAng-Intended_Gtry).^2; 
E=sum(DiffGntryAng); 
RMSEGntryAng=sqrt(E/7256);% RMSE value for gantry rototion 

 

 

 

%% Calculating RMSE values for straight line scar. 
% Intended mechanical axes values from XML are interpolated to have the 

same length 
% as actual mechanical axes values from log file.  

  
[header, sub, data] = TrajLogReader_v2();  
filename = 'SAGE-Line1'; 
sheet = 7;          
x1Range = 'B40:H50'; 
xml_outL1 = xlsread(filename, sheet, x1Range); 
CntlPoint_L1 = xml_outL1(:,1); 
MU_L1=  xml_outL1(:,3); 
GantryRtn_L1 =  xml_outL1(:,4); 
CouchVrt_L1 = xml_outL1(:,5); 
CouchLat_L1 = xml_outL1(:,6); 
CouchLng_L1 = xml_outL1(:,7); 
%% 
figure 
plot (data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLngEA(:,1),'--k'); %expected 
hold on  
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLngEA(:,2), '--g'); % actual 
hold on 
plot (MU_L1,CouchLng_L1);%intended 
hold off 
% xlim([0 700]); 
ylim([110 120]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Lng (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lng Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
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legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','NorthEast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.GantryRtnEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.GantryRtnEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, GantryRtn_L1, '--b'); 
hold off 
ylim([170 190]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Gantry Rtn (degrees)'); 
title('Gantry Rotation Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchLatEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchLatEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, CouchLat_L1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch lateral (cm)'); 
title('Couch Lateral motion Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Southeast'); 
%% 
figure 
plot(data.MUEA(:,1), data.CouchVrtEA(:,1), 'k'); % expected axis 
hold on 
plot(data.MUEA(:,2), data.CouchVrtEA(:,2), 'g'); % actual axis 
hold on  
plot(MU_L1, CouchVrt_L1, '--b'); % intended axis 
hold off 
ylim([90 110]); 
xlabel('MU'); 
ylabel('Couch Vertical (cm)'); 
title('Couch Vertical motion Vs MU for Straight Line scar'); 
legend('expected','actual','intended','Location','Northeast'); 

  
%% 
% Actual mechanical axes values for line scar extracted from trajectory 
% log files 
ActualMU=data.MUEA(:,2); 
ActualGantryAng=data.GantryRtnEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchVrt=data.CouchVrtEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchLat=data.CouchLatEA(:,2); 
ActualCouchLng=data.CouchLngEA(:,2); 
%Interpolated(intended) mechanical axes values for line scar 
x=MU_L1; 
v=GantryRtn_L1; 
xq=ActualMU; 
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Intended_Gtry=interp1(x,v,xq);%Intended Gantry angle axis values from 

XML line scar 

  
%% 
v1=CouchVrt_L1; 
% xq1= ActualCouchVrt; 
Intended_CVrt= interp1(x,v1,xq);%Intended couch vertical axis values 

from XML line scar 

  
%% 
v2=CouchLat_L1;  
% xq2=ActualCouchLat; 
Intended_Clat = interp1(x,v2,xq);%Intended couch lateral axis values 

from XML line scar 

  
%% 
v3=CouchLng_L1; 
% xq3=ActualCouchLng; 
Intended_CLng=interp1(x,v3,xq);%Intended couch longitudinal axis values 

from XML line scar 

  
%% RMSE calculation:Formula for obtaining RMSE values. 
DiffVrt=(ActualCouchVrt-Intended_CVrt).^2; 
B=sum(DiffVrt); 
RMSEVrt=sqrt(B/2315); % RMSE value for couch vertical movement 
DiffLat=(ActualCouchLat-Intended_Clat).^2; 
C=sum(DiffLat); 
RMSELat=sqrt(C/2315); % RMSE value for couch lateral movement 
DiffLng=(ActualCouchLng-Intended_CLng).^2; 
D=sum(DiffLng); 
RMSELng=sqrt(D/2315);% RMSE value for couch longitudinal movement 
DiffGntryAng=(Intended_Gtry-ActualGantryAng).^2; 
E=sum(DiffGntryAng); 
RMSEGntryAng=sqrt(E/2315);% RMSE value for gantry rototion 

 

Reading film dose matrix and profiles. 

%%Dose matrix and dose profiles for Film measurement 
%%Loading scanned film dose into matlab code 
%%Profiles for Straight and Arc line scars 
load('DEAR-2-2016-11-29-Dose.mat') 
figure 
imagesc(0:30,0:28,im); 
xlabel('distance, cm'); 
ylabel('distance, cm') 
ARCdose=(im(2300:3000, 1:3350)); 
figure 
imagesc (0:30,0:7,ARCdose); 
title ('Dose distribution for arc line scar'); 
xlabel('distance, cm'); 
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ylabel('distance, cm'); 
figure 
LINEdose=(im(1200:2000,  500:3000)); 
imagesc(0:30, 0:7, LINEdose); 
xlabel('distance, cm'); 
ylabel('distance, cm') 
title ('Dose distribution for straight line scar'); 
%% Arc scar dose profiles 
ARCdose=(im(2300:3000, 1:3350)); 
figure 
ycoord1=linspace(-9, 8.4, 3350); 
ydose1=ARCdose(351, :); 
Relatv_dose=(ydose1/500)*100; 
plot(ycoord1,Relatv_dose, 'b+'); 
title ('Cross-plane dose profile for arc scar'); 
legend('Film dose profile'); 
% 
xcoord1=linspace(-3, 3.8,701); 
xdose1=ARCdose(:,1500);    
Relatv_dosew=(xdose1/566.45)*100; 
figure 
plot(xcoord1,Relatv_dosew,'b+'); 
title ('In-plane dose profile for arc line scar'); 
% Dose matrix 
figure 
LINEdose=(im(1200:2000,  500:3000)); 
imagesc(0:30, 0:7, LINEdose); 
xlabel('distance, cm'); 
ylabel('distance, cm') 
title ('Dose distribution for straight line scar'); 
% Dose profiles 
ycoord=linspace(-5, 5,2501); 
ydose = LINEdose(401, :); 
Relatv_dose1=(ydose/773.86)*100; 
figure; 
plot(ycoord, Relatv_dose1, 'b+'); 
title('Cross-plane profile for straight line scar') 
xcoord=linspace(-2.50585, 2.50585, 801); 
xdose = LINEdose(:,1250); 
figure; 
Relatv_dose2=(xdose/771.48)*100; 
plot(xcoord,Relatv_dose2); 
xlabel('distance, cm'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
title ('In-plane dose profile for straight line scar'); 
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Dose profiles for dosimetric analysis Matlab codes. 

clear all, 
clc; 
format compact; 
%% 
%% Read eMC DICOM dose file, output png file 
eMCFile = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\RD.DEAR0001_arc1.dcm'; 
MatOutFile = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\Dose_Profiles.m'; 

  

  
% fix depth to get the profile 
energy = 6; 
prof_depths = [1.3; 2.34; 2.91]; 

  
%% Read eMC DICOM file 
info = dicominfo(eMCFile); 
num_fram = info.NumberOfFrames; 
mid_fram = round(num_fram/2); 
dose_scaling = info.DoseGridScaling*100; % units of cGy 
eMCDoseOut = single(dicomread(eMCFile)); 
eMCDoseOut = eMCDoseOut * dose_scaling;  
eMCDoseOut = squeeze(eMCDoseOut); 
eMCDoseOut = permute(eMCDoseOut, [2 3 1]); 
% get Pixelspacing (mm) 
space = info.PixelSpacing; 
frameVector = info.GridFrameOffsetVector/10.0; % change to cm 

  
% get DICOM origin coordinates (mm) 
dcm_ori = info.ImagePositionPatient; 

  
% the coordinator order changed to 2,3,1, y and z reversed 
eMC_x_sq = [dcm_ori(1):space(1):-dcm_ori(1)+1]/10; 
eMC_z_sq = [dcm_ori(2):space(2):-dcm_ori(2)]/10+10; 
eMC_y_sq = [dcm_ori(3):2.5:-dcm_ori(3)+3]/10; 

  
eMCnx = numel(eMC_x_sq); 
eMCny = numel(eMC_y_sq); 
eMCnz = numel(eMC_z_sq); 
RangeY_eMC = floor(eMCny/2)-1:floor(eMCny/2)+1; 
RangeX_eMC = floor(eMCnx/2)-1:floor(eMCnx/2)+1; 

  
% % extraplate the dose in the voxels along the curve 
theta = [180:-2:0]; 
XZ2D = squeeze(mean(eMCDoseOut(:,RangeY_eMC,:), 2)); 
YZ2D = squeeze(mean(eMCDoseOut(RangeX_eMC,:,:), 1)); 
PDD_eMC_z = eMC_z_sq; 
PDD_eMC = mean(YZ2D(RangeY_eMC,:)); 
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norf = [100, 50, 10]; 
radius= 10; 
for i = 1:3 
% % find the dose with the unfolded coordinator, unfold in XZ plane 

only 
    x_uf = (radius - prof_depths(i)) * cosd(theta); 
    z_uf = radius -(radius - prof_depths(i)) * sind(theta); 

     
    crprf_uf= interp2(eMC_z_sq,eMC_x_sq,XZ2D,z_uf,x_uf); 
    crprf_sm = smooth(x_uf, crprf_uf, 0.25,'loess'); 

  
    inprf_uf= interp2(eMC_z_sq, eMC_y_sq, YZ2D, prof_depths(i), 

eMC_y_sq); 
    inprf_sm = smooth(eMC_y_sq, inprf_uf, 0.05,'loess'); 

          
    % get the mean for the center voxels of R100 for the normalization 
    if i == 1 
        crprf_max = mean(crprf_sm(RangeX_eMC)); 
        inprf_max = mean(inprf_sm(RangeY_eMC));                 
    end 

             
    crprf_center = mean(crprf_sm(RangeX_eMC)); 
    inprf_center = mean(inprf_sm(RangeY_eMC)); 

             
    % normalized to the center value of R100 and randomly 
    % normalize R50 to 50% and R10 to 10% 
%      
    nprof_cr = norf(i) * (crprf_sm/crprf_max)/(crprf_center/crprf_max) 

; 
    nprof_in = norf(i) * (inprf_sm/inprf_max)/(inprf_center/inprf_max)  

; 

     
    PRF_eMC_x{i,1} = x_uf'; 
    PRF_eMC_x{i,2} = eMC_y_sq'; % y_uf is same as y_sq 
    % extraplated profile 
    PRF_eMC_y{i,1} = crprf_uf; 
    PRF_eMC_y{i,2} = inprf_uf; 
    % smoothed profile  
    PRF_eMCs_y{i,1} = crprf_sm; 
    PRF_eMCs_y{i,2} = inprf_sm; 
%     % nomalized profiles 
    PRF_eMCn_y{i,1} = nprof_cr;  
    PRF_eMCn_y{i,2} = nprof_in; 

    
end 

  
figure 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{1,1}, (PRF_eMC_y{1,1}/250)*120 , 'r.'); 
xlim([-12, 12]); 
ylim([0, 120]); 
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xlabel('cross-plane distance (cm)'); 
ylabel('Dose (cGy)'); 
title('TPS planed X-plane profile for Arc line scar'); 
figure 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{1,2}, (PRF_eMC_y{1,2}/250)*120 , 'r-.'); 
xlim([-5, 5]); 
ylim([0, 120]); 
xlabel('in-plane distance (cm)'); 
ylabel('Dose (cGy)'); 
title('TPS planed Y-plane profile for Arc line scar'); 
  %% Read VL MC output file 
%% General parameters  standard field, all rest 
%% small field(2mm): 6 (6c), 15(15c), (1mm) 16(6c), 115(15c) 
Type = 1; % standard field, cylinder phantom 
num_vox_VL=[88,240,88]; 
RangeX_VL = num_vox_VL(1)/2-2:num_vox_VL(1)/2+2;  
RangeY_VL = num_vox_VL(2)/2-2:num_vox_VL(2)/2+2; 
GridSize_VL =[0.25, 0.25, 0.25]; 

  
% VirtuLinac Simulation input 
fullpath_VL = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\TB6e6c3x3_cylinder11_arc1new_CTcoord2.dose'; 
MatOutFile = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\Dose_Profiles.m'; 

  
%prof_depths = [1.3 2.34 2.91; 2.1 3.57 4.3; 2.7 5.01 6.04; 2.9 6.60 

8.0; 2.5 8.3 10.25]; 
prof_depths = [1.3; 2.34; 2.91]; 

  
%% Read VirtuaLinac output files 
[x_sq,y_sq,z_sq,dose_sq] = 

VirtuaLinacDoseReader_cylinder(fullpath_VL,Type); 

  
% extraplate the dose in the voxels along the curve 
theta = [180:-2:0]; 
XZ2D = squeeze(mean(dose_sq(:,RangeY_VL,:), 2)); 
YZ2D = squeeze(mean(dose_sq(RangeX_VL,:,:), 1)); 
PDD_uf_z = z_sq; 
PDD_uf = mean(YZ2D(RangeY_VL,:)); 

  
norf = [100, 50, 10];   
% find the dose with the unfolded coordinator, unfold in XZ plane only 
for i = 1:3 
    x_uf = (11 - prof_depths(i)) * cosd(theta); 
    z_uf = 11-(11 - prof_depths(i)) * sind(theta); 
    crprf_uf= interp2(z_sq,x_sq,XZ2D,z_uf,x_uf); 
    crprf_sm = smooth(x_uf, crprf_uf, 0.25,'loess'); 

  
    inprf_uf= interp2(z_sq, y_sq, YZ2D, prof_depths(i), y_sq); 
    inprf_sm = smooth(y_sq, inprf_uf, 0.05,'loess'); 
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    % get the mean for the center voxels of R100 for the normalization 

             
    crprf_center = mean(crprf_sm(RangeX_VL)); 
    inprf_center = mean(inprf_sm(RangeY_VL)); 

             
    % normalized to the center value of R100 and randomly 
    % normalize R50 to 50% and R10 to 10% 

     
    nprof_cr = norf(i) * (crprf_sm/crprf_center) ; 
    nprof_in = norf(i) * (inprf_sm/inprf_center)  ; 

  
    PRF_uf_x{i,1} = x_uf'; 
    PRF_uf_x{i,2} = y_sq'; % y_uf is same as y_sq 
    % extraplated profile 
    PRF_uf_y{i,1} = crprf_uf; 
    PRF_uf_y{i,2} = inprf_uf; 
    % smoothed profile  
    PRF_ufs_y{i,1} = crprf_sm; 
    PRF_ufs_y{i,2} = inprf_sm; 
    % nomalized profiles 
    PRF_ufn_y{i,1} = nprof_cr;  
    PRF_ufn_y{i,2} = nprof_in; 
end 

  
figure 
plot(PRF_uf_x{1,1}, PRF_ufn_y{1,1}, 'r'); 
xlim([-12, 12]); 
ylim([0, 140]); 
xlabel('cross-plane distance (cm)'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
title('Virtual Linac simulated X-plane profile for Arc line scar'); 

  
figure 
plot(PRF_uf_x{1,2}, PRF_ufn_y{1,2}, 'r'); 
xlim([-12, 12]); 
ylim([0, 140]); 
xlabel('in-plane distance (cm)'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
title('Virtual Linac simulated Y-plane profile for Arc line scar');       

         
%% Reading Virtual Linac output files to plot the cross plane and in-

plane profiles for straight line scar 
%% Read VL MC output file 
%% General parameters  standard field, all rest 
%% small field(2mm): 6 (6c), 15(15c), (1mm) 16(6c), 115(15c) 
num_vox_VL=[80,80,75]; 
RangeX_VL = num_vox_VL(1)/2-1:num_vox_VL(1)/2+1;  
RangeY_VL = num_vox_VL(2)/2-1:num_vox_VL(2)/2+1; 
GridSize_VL =[0.5, 0.5, 0.2]; 
%% VirtuLinac Simulation input 
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fullpath_VL = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\TB6e6c3x3_cubic_Line1test4.dose'; 
MatOutFile = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\Dose_Profiles.m'; 
FigOutFile = 'C:\Users\Joe\Desktop\Reading dose 

profiles\Dose_Profiles.png'; 

  
prof_depths = [1.3 2.34 2.91; 2.1 3.57 4.3;]; 

  
%% Read VirtuaLinac output files 
[x,y,z,dose] = VirtuaLinacDoseReader_Auto(fullpath_VL, 1,2); 

  
for i = 1:num_vox_VL(3) 
    XY2D = dose(RangeX_VL, RangeY_VL,i); 
    Depth_VL(i) = mean( mean (XY2D,1), 2); 
end 

  
PDD_VL = 100.0*Depth_VL/max(Depth_VL); 
DoseMax_VL = max(Depth_VL); 

         
% Analysis - Range 
r100 = prof_depths(1); 
% r50 = prof_depths(2); 
% rp = prof_depths(3) 
% define profiles in different depths 
prof_z = [r100];  

  

         
norf = [100];      
for i = 1:numel(prof_z) 
    [zlayer(i), zlayer(i)] = min( abs(prof_z(i) - z));                     
    if (prof_z(i) - z(zlayer(i))) > 0  
        ceil_layer = zlayer(i) +1; 
        floor_layer = zlayer(i); 
    else  
        ceil_layer = zlayer(i); 
        floor_layer = zlayer(i)-1; 
    end 

     
    % interplate to the exact z layer between ceilling and floor  
    ceil_w = abs(prof_z(i)-z(ceil_layer))/GridSize_VL(3); 
    floor_w = abs(prof_z(i)-z(floor_layer))/GridSize_VL(3); 
    prof_cr_ceil= mean (dose(:,RangeY_VL,ceil_layer),2 ); 
    prof_cr_floor= mean (dose(:,RangeY_VL,floor_layer),2 ); 
    prof_cr = prof_cr_ceil * floor_w + prof_cr_floor*ceil_w; 
    prof_in_ceil= mean (dose(RangeX_VL,:,ceil_layer),1); 
    prof_in_floor= mean (dose(RangeX_VL,:,floor_layer),1); 
    prof_in = prof_in_ceil * floor_w + prof_in_floor*ceil_w; 

  
    % get the mean for the center voxels of R100 for the normalization 
    if i == 1 
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        crprf_max = mean(prof_cr(RangeX_VL)); 
        inprf_max = mean(prof_in(RangeY_VL));                 
    end 

             
        crprf_center = mean(prof_cr(RangeX_VL)); 
        inprf_center = mean(prof_in(RangeY_VL)); 

             
    % normalized to the center value of R100 and randomly 
    % normalize R50 to 50% and R10 to 10% 
    nprof_cr = norf(i) * (prof_cr/crprf_max)/(crprf_center/crprf_max) ; 
    nprof_in = norf(i) * (prof_in/inprf_max)/(inprf_center/inprf_max)  

; 

     
    PRF_VL_x{i,1} = x'; 
    PRF_VL_x{i,2} = y'; 
    PRF_VL_y{i,1} = nprof_cr; 
    PRF_VL_y{i,2} = nprof_in; 

     
end    
        figure 
        plot(z, PDD_VL,'k.-' ); 
        xlim([0 6]); 
        xlabel('depth (cm)'); 
        ylabel('Ralative Dose (%)'); 
        figure 
        plot(PRF_VL_x{i,1}, PRF_VL_y{i,1}, 'r.-'); 
        xlim ([-10 10]); 
        xlabel('cross-plane distance (cm)'); 
        ylabel('Ralative Dose (%)'); 
        figure 
         plot(PRF_VL_x{i,2}, PRF_VL_y{i,2}, 'r.-'); 
        xlim([-10 10]); 
        xlabel('in-plane distance (cm)'); 
        ylabel('Ralative Dose (%)'); 
%% 

% The plots below show dose profiles for Film measurement, TPS 

calculation 
% and Virtual Linac Monte Carlo calculation. 
%%Loading scanned film dose into matlab code 
%Profiles for arc line scar 
load('DEAR-2-2016-11-29-Dose.mat') 
ARCdose=(im(2300:3000, 1:3350)); 
figure 
ycoord1=linspace(-11, 10.4, 3350); 
ydose1=ARCdose(351, :); 
Relatv_dose=(ydose1/582.63)*100; 
plot(ycoord1,Relatv_dose, 'b+'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{1,1}, (PRF_eMC_y{1,1}/250)*120, 'r-.'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_uf_x{1,1}, PRF_ufn_y{1,1}, 's-'); 
hold off; 
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xlabel('Central axis distance, cm'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
xlim([-12, 12]); 
ylim([0, 120]); 
title ('Cross-plane dose profile for arc line scar'); 
legend('Film dose profile','TPS dose profile','Virtual linac dose 

profile','left'); 
xcoord1=linspace(-3, 3.8,701); 
xdose1=ARCdose(:,1500);    
Relatv_dosew=(xdose1/566.45)*100; 
figure 
plot(xcoord1,Relatv_dosew,'b+'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{1,2}, ((PRF_eMC_y{1,2}/250)*120) , 'r-.'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_uf_x{1,2}, PRF_ufn_y{1,2}, 's-'); 
hold off; 
xlabel('Central axis distance, cm'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
xlim([-5, 5]); 
title ('In-plane dose profile for arc line scar'); 
legend('Film dose profile','TPS dose profile','Virtual linac dose 

profile','Northwest'); 
%% 
%% Read eMC DICOM dose file 

  
    eMCFile = 'RD.DEAR0001.dcm'; 

  
    %% output file 
    FigName = 'Dose_Profiles.png'; 
    GridSize_eMC = 0.2012; 

  
energy = 6; 
prof_depths = 1.3;  

  
    %% Read eMC DICOM file 
    eMCDoseOut = single(dicomread(eMCFile)); 
    info1 = dicominfo(eMCFile); 
    space = info1.PixelSpacing; 
    frameVector = info1.GridFrameOffsetVector/10.0; % change to cm 

  
    eMC_y = frameVector - info1.NumberOfFrames*0.1  + GridSize_eMC/2.0 

-5; % change to cm 
    eMC_x = frameVector - double(info1.Columns)*0.1 + GridSize_eMC/2.0 

-5; % change to cm 

  
    eMC_z = frameVector-5 + GridSize_eMC/2.0 ; % change to cm 
    eMCnx = numel(eMC_x); 
    eMCny = numel(eMC_y); 
    eMCnz = numel(eMC_z); 
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    eMCDoseOut = eMCDoseOut *info1.DoseGridScaling; 
    eMCDoseOut = squeeze(eMCDoseOut); 
    eMCDoseOut = permute(eMCDoseOut, [2 3 1]); 

    
    RangeY_eMC = floor(eMCny/2)-1:floor(eMCny/2)+1; 
    RangeX_eMC = floor(eMCnx/2)-1:floor(eMCnx/2)+1; 

  
    for i = 1:eMCnz; 
        XY2D_eMC = eMCDoseOut(RangeX_eMC,RangeY_eMC,i); 
        Depth_eMC(i) = mean( mean (XY2D_eMC,1), 2); 
    end 

  
    PDD_eMC = 100.0*Depth_eMC/max(Depth_eMC); 
    DoseMax_eMC = max(Depth_eMC); 
    r100 = prof_depths(1); 
    prof_z = r100; 
    norf = 100; 

     
    % find the maxium value for cross plane and in plane profile 

   
    for i = 1:numel(prof_z)      
        [zlayer(i), zlayer(i)] = min( abs(prof_z(i) - eMC_z)); 
         if (prof_z(i) - eMC_z(zlayer(i))) > 0  
             ceil_layer = zlayer(i) +1; 
             floor_layer = zlayer(i); 
         else  
             ceil_layer = zlayer(i); 
             floor_layer = zlayer(i)-1; 
         end 
         ceil_w = abs(prof_z(i)-eMC_z(ceil_layer))/GridSize_eMC; 
         floor_w = abs(prof_z(i)-eMC_z(floor_layer))/GridSize_eMC; 
         prof_cr_ceil= mean (eMCDoseOut(:,RangeY_eMC,ceil_layer),2 ); 
         prof_cr_floor= mean (eMCDoseOut(:,RangeY_eMC,floor_layer),2 ); 
         prof_cr = prof_cr_ceil * floor_w + prof_cr_floor*ceil_w; 
         prof_in_ceil= mean (eMCDoseOut(RangeX_eMC,:,ceil_layer),1); 
         prof_in_floor= mean (eMCDoseOut(RangeX_eMC,:,floor_layer),1); 
         prof_in = prof_in_ceil * floor_w + prof_in_floor*ceil_w; 

          
         if i == 1 
            crprf_max = mean(prof_cr(RangeX_eMC)); 
            inprf_max = mean(prof_in(RangeY_eMC));                 
         end 

             
         crprf_center = mean(prof_cr(RangeX_eMC)); 
         inprf_center = mean(prof_in(RangeY_eMC)); 

             
         nprof_cr = norf(i) * 

(prof_cr/crprf_max)/(crprf_center/crprf_max) ; 
         nprof_in = norf(i) * 

(prof_in/inprf_max)/(inprf_center/inprf_max)  ; 
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         PRF_eMC_x{i,1} = eMC_x'; 
         PRF_eMC_x{i,2} = eMC_y'; 
         PRF_eMC_y{i,1} = nprof_cr; 
         PRF_eMC_y{i,2} = nprof_in; 

  
    end 

                    
        for i = 1:numel(prof_z) 
         figure 
            plot(PRF_eMC_x{i,1}, PRF_eMC_y{i,1}, 'b.-'); 
             xlabel('CAX-distance (cm)'); 
        ylabel('Ralative Dose (%)'); 
        legend('Cross-plane profile','Northeast'); 
        title('TPS planned Line scar dose profiles'); 
        xlim([-10, 10]); 
        ylim([0, 110]); 
             figure 
            plot(PRF_eMC_x{i,2}, PRF_eMC_y{i,2}, 'y.-'); 
        xlabel('CAX-distance (cm)'); 
        ylabel('Ralative Dose (%)'); 
        legend('In-plane profile','Northeast'); 
        title('TPS planned Line scar dose profiles'); 
        xlim([-10, 10]); 
        ylim([0, 110]); 
        end       

         
%% 
%Profiles for straight line scar 

% The plots below show dose profiles for Film measurement, TPS 

calculation 
% and Virtual Linac Monte Carlo calculation. 

 
LINEdose=(im(1200:2000,  500:3000)); 
ycoord=linspace(-10,11,2501); 
ydose = LINEdose(401, :); 
xcoord=linspace(-3.7, 3.4, 801); 
xdose = LINEdose(:,1251); 
Relatv_dose1=(ydose/773.86)*100; 
Relatv_dose2=(xdose/771.48)*100; 
figure 
plot(ycoord, Relatv_dose1, 'b+'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_VL_x{i,1}, PRF_VL_y{i,1}, 'g.-'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{i,1}, PRF_eMC_y{i,1}, 'r.-'); 
hold off;   
xlabel('Central axis distance, cm'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
legend('Film dose profile','Virtual linac dose profile' ,'TPS dose 

profile','Northeast');   
xlim([-12 12]); 
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ylim([0, 120]); 
title ('Cross-plane dose profile for straight line scar'); 
figure 
plot(xcoord,Relatv_dose2, 'b+'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_VL_x{i,2}, PRF_VL_y{i,2}, 'g.-'); 
hold on; 
plot(PRF_eMC_x{i,2}, PRF_eMC_y{i,2}, 'r.-'); 
hold off; 
xlabel('Central axis distance, cm'); 
ylabel('Relative Dose (%)'); 
xlim([-5 5]); 
legend('Film dose profile','Virtual linac dose profile','TPS dose 

profile','Northeast'); 
title ('In-plane dose profile for straight line scar'); 
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